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The NHS landscape , SAS landscape 
• In 2020, 35% of doctors in secondary care were over the age of 45 and 13% were over 55 years 

of age.  It is estimated that over 25,000 doctors will be lost through retirement within the next 

decade (BMA, 2022).  This is exacerbated by early retirement due to stress, burnout and the 

inflexibility of NHS Careers.  

• The NHS is failing to retain its senior workforce and understanding career theory is critical to 

changing the work force strategy, creating a positive environment and consequently retention.

• The NHS is failing to attract F2 doctors into training 

• SAS doctors form a large proportion of GMC register

• SAS contract 2021 implementation 

• SAS advocate –Contract development funds 2021/  2023



Supporting SAS development – AOMRC documents
Royal colleges, BMA, NHS employers 
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Talent and talent management –
Kings fund/ CIPD 

Talent 

• refers to individuals who can make a 
significant difference to organisational 
performance, either through their immediate 
contribution or by reaching their highest 
levels of potential.

Talent management 

• is the systematic attraction,

•  identification

• development

• engagement

• retention 

• deployment of those individuals who are of 
particular value to an organisation due to 
their high potential or because they fulfil 
critical roles.



Talent management –Objectives 

• Shared understanding about what is meant by talent 
management

• To consider  the outcomes that would make this 
worthwhile

• To consider  how talent management would work best in your 
workplace 

• To reflect and learn from the approach you  have taken up 
until now



Talent management 

Recruitment 
(talent 

acquisition).

Building 
talent 'pools'.

Succession 
planning.

Life-long 
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Leadership 
development.

Career 
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Deployment.
Performance 
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Employee 
engagement.

Employee 
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• Everyone, irrespective of role, professional status or characteristics has a conversation

about their potential and career, not just performance

• Leaders are skilled in holding these conversations and signposting individuals to

support and opportunities where appropriate

• There are clear development offers in place to sustain and grow the workforce

• The organisation has an understanding of the capability and readiness of individuals to

fulfil their aspirations and/or take on critical roles

• Your approach is integrated with and aligned to other organisational development

interventions, locally, regionally and nationally

In an ideal world, good talent management means …



Career development theory-
Life span Life space : Donald Super 



Social cognitive career theory 
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Imposter phenomenon 
• Described in 1978 by psychologists Pauline Clance and Suzanne Imes in high-achieving 

women. 

• They developed the Clance Imposter Phenomenon Scale (CIPS) to assess the imposter 
phenomenon.

• CIPS consists of a 20-item questionnaire that asks respondents to rate each statement on 
a Likert-type scale from 1 to 5, ranging from strongly disagree to strongly agree. 

• The items measure the individual’s experience of self-doubt and feelings of inadequacy 

• There is a strong association between imposter phenomenon scores among 
physicians and burnout 

• as well as an inverse correlation with professional fulfilment.



Roffey park  Talent and the generations
–Generational audit and demography
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Mindset –reframe 



Context and principles of talent management 

• A mindset as much as a process

• A more objective, fair and precise way of understanding people

• Interdependent with appraisal, development and succession planning

• Combines multiple measures: performance, potential, aspirations and 

readiness



Explore

Your timeframe/s 
for fulfilling career 
aspirations

Your hopes and  
goals about short 
and longer term 
career ambitions

Your motivations and 
potential to make a 
transition now or in 

the future

What you’ve 
achieved and the 
values and 
behaviours you 
display

Performance Potential

ReadinessAspiration



Measuring different types of potential

Current 
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personal 
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new ideas 
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Thinking
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problem solving

Managing 
complexity
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‘I am interested in this 

type of role and in this 

type of organisation now’

‘I would like to work in 

this type of role and 

organisation at some 

point in the future’

Aspirations are 

your hopes and 

goals about short 

and longer term 

career ambitions

Aspirations and readiness

Readiness is your 

timeframe for 

fulfilling short term 

career aspirations

‘I am ready to take that 

next step NOW’

‘I think I will be 

ready to take 

that next step 

within a year’

‘At this point in my life / 

career, I am happy to stay 

where I am’



https://library.hee.nhs.uk/learning-

academy/talent-management-toolkit/talent-

management-guide-for-managers

The talent conversation 

https://library.hee.nhs.uk/learning-academy/talent-management-toolkit/talent-management-guide-for-managers
https://library.hee.nhs.uk/learning-academy/talent-management-toolkit/talent-management-guide-for-managers
https://library.hee.nhs.uk/learning-academy/talent-management-toolkit/talent-management-guide-for-managers


AOME -Six Professional Standards-
Talent management of educators 
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• Inclusivity - Everyone, irrespective of role, profession or characteristics has a conversation

about their potential and career, not just their performance

• Skills - Leaders are skilled in holding career conversations and signposting individuals to

support/opportunities where appropriate

• Development - There are clear development offers in place to sustain and grow the

workforce

• Pipeline visibility – there is an understanding of the capability and readiness of individuals

to fulfil their aspirations and/or critical roles

• Alignment – Talent management is integrated with other OD interventions, locally,

regionally and nationally

Key enablers to Talent management 



Talent management-
Collaborate with stakeholders  

• strategic priority 

• important long-term investment. 

• is all about the value every individual brings to the organisation. 

• Training/Learning Needs Analysis (T/LNA) can provide a structured way to 
identify skills needed in particular departments and teams. 

• is about understanding people’s unique contributions and ensuring they 
receive the development they need to have the maximum impact in their 
current or future roles. 

• This initiative is focussed on maximising talent at the individual level.

• Strengthening the workforce through inclusivity enables us to 
acknowledge, understand and address our unconscious bias.

• An inclusive approach –celebrate diversity  -fair process



Actions you can take 
• Role model 

• Advocate for SAS doctors 

• Authenticity 

• Action

• Accessible

• Belonging 

• Celebration of achievement 

• Engagement 

• Information sharing 

• Facilitation

• Talent identification

• Signposting to training, upskilling  

• Smooth the way, 

• Open doors , mentoring 

• Include in wider network 

Courtesy : Roads to success –C Elston, J Reid 



SAS DEVELOPMENT 

Where are we now?



• Breast surgery, Educational supervisor , Appraiser, Audit 
lead, Teaching lead 

• Oncoplastic surgery 

• SAS tutor 2014-2018, Development director for SAS 
Doctors HEE TV 2018-2023

• Honorary Senior clinical lecturer in Surgery 

• PG Dip Oxford Learning and teaching in Higher education –

• Senior fellow in HEA

• European board of breast surgery exam

• PG  cert Coaching Bristol business school/ University of West 
of England 

• ILM 7 Coaching and mentoring 

• PG cert leadership and management Keele University

• PG cert Career development –Napier University --ongoing 

https://www.amazingif.com/



Meded leaders SAS survey 2023 
Educational supervisor Survey Feb 2023



SAS advocate survey –September 2023



MWRES The first 5 : February 2023 





SLIDO 



SAS engagement :Exercise 

• In your groups : 

• What percentage of SAS doctors attend SAS meetings 

• How can you improve engagement 

• Do you get invited to consultant meetings 

• Does your trust have SAS doctors on the interview panel for SAS appointments 

• Autonomous practice policy



The mirror test –Squiggly careers 

5 words you want to be known for 
Go to 6 people –ask 3 things that 
make me stand out 



IKIGAI

https://www.sloww.co/ikigai/



Faster together !



The SAS pitstop 



Way forward

The National SAS 

TEAM



The National SAS TEAM
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